BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 2
Topic

Report on the operational performance of cash market clearing and settlement
services

Date of the Meeting

27 August 2015

Purpose of this paper

To report on key performance metrics for ASX’s clearing and settlement services.

Action required

To note the agenda paper.

BACKGROUND

The clearing and settlement of equities performs a critical role in the operation of Australia’s financial markets, helping to
reduce counterparty and systemic risk, and provide transaction efficiency and certainty for end investors.
Core processes that provide these benefits include novation, netting and settlement.

Novation
Through a contractual process known as novation, ASX Clear becomes the seller to every buyer and the buyer to every
seller, making it liable for completing all cleared transactions on the relevant market. Novation is deemed to occur at the
point of trade and performs two important functions:


it replaces the clearing participants’ credit exposures to other clearing participants by substituting the clearing
house as the central counterparty; and



it enables the netting of settlement obligations.
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Through novation, ASX Clear provides protection to non-defaulting clearing participants (and, indirectly, their clients)
from the inability of a defaulting clearing participant to meet its obligations.
A key metric for monitoring novation is the percentage of on and off market trading that is novated.
Prior to novation, CORE (for ASX) and the Trade Acceptance Service (for AMOs – other trade execution venues)
perform verification functions for trades submitted to ASX Clear. Following verification trades are registered for clearing.
If the verification conditions are not satisfied then trades are rejected and not submitted to CHESS. Once a trade is
registered it is novated. Novation is deemed to have occurred at the point of trade for all trade execution venues.

Netting
ASX Clear is approved as a ‘netting market’ for the purposes of the Payment Systems and Netting Act. This enables the
netting of settlement obligations in each individual equity, providing greater market efficiency at the time of settlement
and reducing participant transaction and funding costs.
A key metric for monitoring netting is the percentage by which novated value is netted down for settlement. This metric
is termed “netting efficiency”.

Settlement
ASX's model for settlement maximises efficiency, while minimising the risk of settlement failure. It does this by
simultaneously transferring the legal ownership of shares and facilitating the transfer of money for those shares. This is
done through a Model 3 multilateral net batch settlement mechanism with irrevocable settlement finality at the end of the
processing cycle. The transfer of money occurs across the Exchange Settlement Accounts of payment providers in the
RBA’s Information and Transfer System (RITS).
A key metric for monitoring settlement is the percentage of scheduled settlement that successfully settles (i.e. the
opposite of the “fail rate”). This metric is termed “settlement efficiency”.

Service availability
ASX’s critical processes of novation, netting and settlement and are supported in ASX’s core system CHESS. It is
critical for market operations, that CHESS remains stable and available for processing. A key metric for monitoring
systems availability is the percentage of systems uptime as measured against target availability times. The service
availability target for CHESS is 99.80%.
For the June 2015 quarter, the average monthly system availability was 100% for CHESS. The average monthly
availability of CHESS has been 99.99% between November 2011 and June 2015.

Trade Acceptance Service
ASX Clear’s Trade Acceptance Service (TAS) provides a mechanism for Chi-X to submit trades into the clearing house.
The CHESS system performs the clearing and settlement functions.
The Trade Acceptance Service availability target for TAS is 99.80% (the same as CHESS).
For the June 2015 quarter the average monthly system availability was 100% for the TAS. The average monthly
availability of the TAS has been 99.99% between November 2011 and June 2015 (which is the same as CHESS).

REPORTING ON CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT SERVICE PERFORMANCE
The key metrics noted above on novation, netting efficiency and settlement efficiency for the June 2015 quarter are
reported in Attachment A. They are also supported by charts demonstrating a longer reporting period in Attachment B.
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ATTACHMENT A – SUMMARY METRICS RELATING TO THE PERFORMANCE OF ASX’S CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES
June 2015 Quarter

March 2015 Quarter

System Availability (CHESS)

100%

100%

System Availability (TAS)

100%

100%

Total Trades Accepted (ASX)

50,635,751

49,107,525

Total Trades Accepted (AMOs)

14,706,977

11,410,869

Total Trades Rejected (ASX)

38

12

Total Trades Rejected (AMOs)

0

0

Daily Average Traded Value (On and Off Market)

$6.2 billion

$6 billion

Daily Average Cleared Value

$4.5 billion

$4.3 billion

Percentage Novated

72%

72%

Daily Average Cleared Value Post-Netting

$1.7 billion

$1.7 billion

Netting Efficiency

61.1 %

60.0%

Daily Average Settled Value (Including Non-Novated)

$9.6 billion

$8.6 billion

Settlement Efficiency

99.9%

99.9%

Average Cash Equities Margin

$184 million

$150 million
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ATTACHMENT B – PERFORMANCE OF ASX’S CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES FROM JUNE 2011 TO JUNE 2015
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 3
Topic

Management Accounts

Date of the Meeting

27 August 2015

Purpose of this paper

To inform Business Committee members of the cash market clearing and settlement
management income statements for the year ended 30 June 2015.

Action required

To note the agenda paper.

On 20 August 2015, ASX published, together with ASX Limited FY15 Financial Results, cash market clearing and
settlement management income statements for the year ended 30 June 2015.
Both management income statements have been prepared as special purpose financial statements based on
management information provided in accordance with the commitment ASX made in the Code of Practice and ASX’s
internal cost allocation and transfer pricing policy between ASX group entities for clearing and settlement of cash equities
in Australia. These management income statements have been audited by PwC, which has provided an Auditor
Independence Declaration in accordance with the Corporations Act requirements.
The ASX internal cost allocation and transfer pricing policy is available on the ASX website.
The cash market clearing and settlement management income statements for the year ended 30 June 2015, including
supporting accounting policy notes and the independent auditors report, are provided in Attachments A and B.

CASH MARKET CLEARING
The cash market clearing management income statement reflects a profit after tax of $27.5 million, an economic profit
after capital charge of $5.6 million and a return on equity of 12.6%.
Total capital allocated to cash market clearing is $218.1 million. It comprises default capital, operational capital and
invested capital representing the value of fixed assets and intangibles supporting this activity.
The management accounts do not include clearing of equity options.

CASH MARKET SETTLEMENT
The cash market settlement management income statement reflects a profit after tax of $24.6 million, an economic profit
after capital charge of $9.9 million and a return on equity of 17.5%.
Total capital allocated to cash market settlement is $140.9 million. This comprises business / operational risk capital and
invested capital.
Attachments
Attachment A – Cash Market Clearing Management Income Statement
Attachment B – Cash Market Settlement Management Income Statement
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 4A
Topic

Clearing Participant Structures – Considerations for Principal to Principal Clearing

Date of the Meeting

27 August 2015

Purpose of this paper

To update the Business Committee on status of the analysis of the P2P legal sub-working
group.

Action required

To endorse a recommendation to deprioritise the Principal to Principal concept.

BACKGROUND
The Business Committee agreed that further work on ‘Principal to Principal’ (P2P) clearing arrangements should be
progressed and at the 27 August 2014 Business Committee meeting, there was agreement that a smaller working group
of interested participants would be established.
It was also agreed that in support and readiness for a joint engagement with ASIC on P2P clearing arrangements, to
establish a legal sub-working group to progress the legal and regulatory analysis. The Legal sub-working group was
formed to identify relevant issues for retail client protections and financial service provision under a P2P model, prepare
detailed legal submission for provision to ASIC and then jointly brief ASIC on the legal submission. Key to the issues to be
addressed by the Legal sub-working group was any impact of the P2P model on retail client protections. ASIC singled out
retail client protection as a central issue in its consideration of P2P clearing arrangements.

STATUS OF LEGAL ANALYSIS
The legal sub working group met for the first time in February 2015. At this meeting ASX provided a detailed background
briefing to members, confirmed relevant issues for analysis and sought nominations by legal sub-working group members
to conduct the required legal and regulatory analysis. The original target was for analysis to be completed by April, in
preparation for a joint ASIC briefing by May 2015.
As reported to the Business Committee of 27 May 2015, ASX was unable to secure sufficiently broad industry
nominations to adequately conduct the analysis and support the briefing to ASIC (3 participants nominated legal
representatives, 2 of whom had a wholesale client only focus). In particular there is a need for analysis of participants’
retail client obligations under existing and P2P models.
In the Business Committee of 27 May 2015, ASX agreed to follow up bilaterally with a number of counterparties best
placed to conclude the input into the streams of work most relevant to entities with retail service provision. From those
meetings, ASX has been unable to secure further nominations to adequately conduct the analysis.
Some participants have indicated the P2P remains a priority for delivering structural improvement to the markets.
However given insufficient industry support to progress the P2P concept analysis and briefing to ASIC at this time, it is
recommend that this initiative be deprioritised.
QUESTIONS FOR THE BUSINESS COMMITTEE


Does the Business Committee take a different view to ASX’s recommendation to deprioritise the P2P concept
given insufficient support to continue?
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 4B
Topic

Update on T+2 implementation

Date of the Meeting

27 August 2015

Purpose of this paper

The Business Committee will be provided with an update on preparation for the
implementation of a T+2 settlement cycle, including process and technical readiness and
go/no-go decision frameworks.

Action required

To note the agenda paper and provide feedback on future considerations for
implementation.

PROJECT UPDATE
The T+2 project is tracking to plan for an implementation of 7 March 2016. Since the Business Committee meeting of 27
May 2015 the following key milestones and deliverables have been met: (refer Attachment A - Project Roadmap)






ASX T+2 stand at the Stockbrokers Association (SAA) conference in May 2015
3rd Market Implementation Group (MIG) webinar held on 25 June 2015
Share registry workshops held during June 2015
Consultation paper on proposed operating rule amendments paper released on 27 May 2015, response deadline
8 July 2015
Proposed operating rule amendments lodged with ASIC for review July 2015. Targeting regulatory approval by
December 2015

NZX and AFMA (representing the wholesale bond market) have both confirmed their intention to move to T+2 settlement
in alignment with ASX in March 2016.
READINESS AND GO / NO-GO DECISION FRAMEWORK
ASX is now engaged in the next project phase of providing guidance to market stakeholders in preparation for the
transition to T+2. This includes the Industry Readiness Guide that has been circulated to the Business Committee and
published by ASX.
Part of the implementation readiness process is early planning for and communication of the key readiness checkpoints in
the lead up to the 7 March 2016 target go-live date. This is outlined in the timeline and scenario example below.

In addition, there is the normal ASX implementation readiness process that takes place before any project go-live and
release into production environment, including the readiness checkpoint immediately prior to the go-live weekend.
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There are three broad categories of risk to implementation to be checked in the lead-up to the target go-live date:




Internal readiness – Any significant ASX system issue identified that requires re-development / delay
External readiness – A key participant, a major CHESS software vendor or an alternate market operator is
identified as having significant issues preventing it from meeting the target go-live date
Other markets – NZX and/ or the wholesale bond market is identified as unable to meet the target go-live date
(alignment is identified as important and ideal but there is no planned dependency)

Readiness Risk

Scenario

Decision

ASX (internal readiness)

ASX internal systems not productionready by end January 2016

Analysis undertaken of system issue
and impact to external customers
GO/NO GO decision dependent on
impact of fix on customer testing

Participant/software vendor (external
readiness)

Readiness attestation not received by
12 February 2016

GO/NO GO decision dependent on
assessment of potential settlement
efficiency impact

AFMA (other markets)

ASX ready for go live, wholesale debt
market not ready
Wholesale debt market ready for golive, ASX not ready

GO decision likely

ASX ready for go-live, NZX not ready
NZX ready for go-live, ASX not ready

GO decision likely
NZX go-live date to be determined by
NZX

NZX (other markets)

Wholesale debt market go-live date
to be determined by AFMA

ASX is providing a dedicated ASX Customer Technical Support (CTS) team to track readiness and progress leading up to
the target go-live date including:





Customer readiness, initially by reviewing completed T+2 Questionnaires (per August Market Notice)
Testing with ASX through the CHESS test environment
Checking directly with CHESS software vendors and clearing and settlement participants in December 2015
and January 2016 on their progress
Technical Attestations from CHESS software vendors (including in-house) and an Operational Attestation
from clearing and settlement participants

NEXT STEPS AND FOCUS
ASX will continue to provide guidance for market stakeholders in readiness for the transition to T+2, with key activities
including:




Producing educational material that can be used by participants to communicate with their direct customers. This
will be ready by early September. Articles are also planned for ASX News – Investor Update News and the SAA
newsletter.
ASX will contribute to industry discussions on an agreed approach towards the reduction of cheque payments
across the settlement process. ASX is meeting with both the APCA CHESS sub-committee and SAA’s Retail
Broking Committee to assist with the discussion and decisions on the best way forward.
The next MIG webinar is planned for mid-October where the attention will be focussed on testing readiness,
go/no-go frameworks and additional topics of interest.

ASX will continue to engage in bilateral discussions and industry workshops as required.
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QUESTIONS FOR THE BUSINESS COMMITTEE


Do any Business Committee members foresee any key risks or issues that have not been addressed in the
presentation?



Are there any other resources ASX can provide to assist with a smooth transition to T+2?
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T+2 Project Roadmap

Milestones

Oct 14

Nov 14

APCA
endorsement
Batch cut-off

Nov 27 COP
BC - Batch
endorsement

Activities

Deliverables

APCA
Briefing
Paper

Dec 14

Market
Implementation
Group (MIG)
Kick-off

1Q2015

2Q2015

MIG

MIG

3Q2015

4Q2015

MIG

MIG

1Q2016

External
Stakeholder
attestation
deadline

ASX Project planning
and commitment

Market Implementation Planning - solution design/
development/ testing/ training/ review/ consult - rule book
changes

Targeted
Industry
Consultation
(Batch cut-off/
Payment
Authorisation
period)

Stakeholder Bi-lateral readiness discussions / Consultation on rule
changes
Quarterly MIGs including topics of interest/ On-going COP Forum and
Business Committee updates

Business
Committee
Paper

Batch cut-off
Technical
Vendor/
decision/
Specifications CP
Go-live
Available
check-in
and MIG
communication

Consultation
Paper – draft
rule changes

Lodge Rules
with ASIC

External
Testing
Available

MIG

Mar 2016
Go-live
date

Go-live

Vendor/
CP check-in

BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 4C
Topic

FATCA and CHESS Release 9.0

Date of the Meeting

27 August 2015

Purpose of this paper

To update the Committee on progress with Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA)
& Common Reporting Standard (CRS) requirements and the CHESS 9 release.

Action Required

For noting.

BACKGROUND - FATCA and CRS OBLIGATIONS
ASX Notice 0852.15.07 released on 23 July (see Attachment A) advised the market of the postponement of CHESS
Release 9.0 to a time to be advised.
In May the Business Committee discussed issues arising from FATCA/CRS compliance for Listed Investment Entities
(LIEs) and the ongoing consultation with industry around a possible solution involving the use of CHESS to provide a
workable solution. There were two agreed actions coming out of that meeting:


ASX to provide an update on engagement with participants and stakeholder groups on the proposed
commercial arrangements relating to a possible CHESS arrangement relating to FATCA/CRS compliance.
[Agreed action 4]



ASX would advise the market at the end of June if CHESS Release 9.0 would proceed as proposed, or if there
were any modifications. [Agreed action 5]

UPDATE ON FATCA/CRS ENGAGEMENT
In mid-June an industry delegation comprising representatives from the Financial Services Council (FSC), product
issuers, registries, the Stockbrokers’ Association of Australia and ASX met with Treasury/ATO to seek clarification on
recent ATO guidance around the obligations on issuers relating to FATCA compliance.
The industry representatives outlined the practical difficulties the recent IRS (and associated ATO) guidance caused in
delivering a solution that meets the requirement to restrict purchases of LIEs where a FATCA self-certification from
investors had not been received. This requirement is more onerous than the original expectation that compliance could
be achieved by merely reporting non-compliant account holders to US authorities.
Attendees stressed that such a solution would be disruptive to the normal operation of the market and would have high
compliance costs. Officials acknowledged the difficulties involved but noted that the interpretation was consistent with
both the Australian legislation and the position agreed through the Intergovernmental Agreement signed with the US.
They requested industry to identify possible models to deliver full FATCA compliance, recognising that it may be
necessary to move to this position over time. However, a clear pathway needs to developed that can be discussed and
agreed with US officials.
At that meeting the CHESS model, based on post-trade information, was identified as one possible mechanism that
could provide a transitional stage to underpin the development of a pre-trade solution, which would eventually deliver full
compliance with both FATCA and CRS.
Officials indicated that, where possible, the longer-term solution should be future proof for the CRS (due to operate from
mid-2018), as this also requires a self-certification upon account opening. Treasury will be consulting on the CRS
framework in coming months.
Following the Canberra meeting there have been further meetings and discussions between stakeholders and with
officials to progress the development of the various models. ASX has been consulting on the role that CHESS could play
in collecting and disseminating the necessary information.
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These discussions are continuing. Officials are currently considering alternate mechanisms which could deliver
FATCA/CRS compliance without imposing additional operational and compliance costs on issuers or brokers. This may
avoid the need for any changes to CHESS. It is hoped that over the next few weeks further discussions can reach an
agreed model between industry and officials. Once the preferred model is identified it will be possible to determine if
there are any technical and operational costs for issuers and brokers associated with implementing the solution.
ASX has made it clear that implementation of a CHESS-based solution would not proceed if broad industry consensus is
not achieved in relation to the design of the arrangements and funding of the solution, with affected issuers contributing
monies to offset increased broker costs. Any solution is also dependent on Treasury/ATO providing comfort that the
proposal meets the regulatory requirements and that the timing of its introduction does not interfere with the
implementation of the systems changes associated with T+2 settlement.
CHESS 9.0 RELEASE
Given the current uncertainty around any proposed FATCA/CRS changes, ASX confirmed that CHESS release 9.0
would be postponed until an agreeable solution can be reached. We will advise the market if any agreement involves
changes to CHESS. At that time we would also provide the associated technical specifications and consult on rule
changes.
ASX decided to release into the test environment other mFund related changes that were going to be included in the
CHESS 9.0 package to allow those impacted by these features to, if they wish, begin developing and testing work.
NEXT STEPS
Participants will be advised through an ASX Notice as soon as there is any change to the current situation.
ASX will also continue to update the Business Committee with progress on these issues.
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 5A
Topic

Code of Practice

Date of the Meeting

27 August 2015

Purpose of this paper

To update the Committee on the Code of Practice

Action Required

None

BACKGROUND
A Government decision on the review of the market structure for clearing cash equities is expected soon. Once a
decision is announced there will be implications for the future operation of the Code of Practice including the Forum and
Business Committee.
ASX maintains that the sole provider model is the appropriate one for a market the size of Australia and has
recommended that the current market structure be extended for five years. This would give ASX certainty to proceed
with a significant investment in Australia’s equities clearing and settlement infrastructure, including a ‘once in a
generation’ replacement of CHESS.
If the current structure is retained, ASX has committed to implement a new clearing fee schedule that would provide
savings of approximately $7.3 million per annum to its clients (based on FY15 volumes), and to strengthen the Code of
Practice that sets out how ASX manages the infrastructure on behalf of the market. The Code was first introduced in
August 2013 and has delivered outcomes consistent with a competitively dynamic marketplace. It is an effective form of
industry-led regulation that supports collaboration and service innovation.
If ASX’s submission for a 5 year extension of the moratorium is adopted then the changes to the Code of Practice would
include:


the administrative improvements arising from the consultation process held at the end of 2014. There were a
small number of submissions on this process. The improvements were broadly supported at the Business
Committee and through the consultation;



any enhancements to the Code arising from a Government decision. In its submission to the Council of
Financial Regulators’ review ASX identified a number of areas where strengthened regulatory controls could be
incorporated in the Code.

If the moratorium is not extended ASX will consider what arrangements are appropriate in any new market structure.
NEXT STEPS
ASX will update the Business Committee following announcement of a Government decision.
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 6B
Topic

Forward Work Program Update

Date of the Meeting

27 August 2015

Purpose of this paper

To update the Business Committee on the forward work program for 2015.

Action Required

The Business Committee is invited to review completed items, and provide feedback on
the future topics for discussion and the prioritisation.

OVERVIEW
The forward work program included in Attachment A covers the period of meetings of the Business Committee from
November 2014 to November 2015. The Business Committee provided input into the forward work program at the
27 August 2014 and 27 November 2014 meetings and had further opportunity at its last 27 May 2015 meeting.
The forward work program sets out work streams according to the following four major themes:
1.

Capital efficiency and industry economics;

2.

Participant structure flexibility and efficiency;

3.

Service Innovation; and

4.

Technology and Infrastructure enhancements.

QUESTIONS FOR THE BUSINESS COMMITTEE


Does the draft forward work program extending to November 2015 continue to reflect industry priorities?



There is an opportunity to invite external speakers or to hold special topic roundtable discussion in the November
2015 meeting. Is there a specific topic that the Committee would like to review?

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Forward work program - November 2014 to November 2015
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FORWARD WORK PROGRAM 2014 and 2015
Theme

1. Capital
Efficiency
and industry
economics

Objectives

To minimise the
capital costs for
ASX’s
customers whilst
maintaining
robust CCP
capital support

Agenda Item 6B – Attachment A

Possible topics for discussion /
agenda items

Description of topic

a. ASX cash market clearing and
settlement economics

ASX to publish management accounts in respect of the clearing and settlement of cash equities in Australia
at the same time that ASX reports its half and full-year results. ASX will provide a detailed briefing at the
Business Committee meeting following publication of results.

b. International benchmarking of
cash market clearing and
settlement costs

ASX Clear and ASX Settlement will refresh and review annually the results of the June 2014 international
price benchmarking report on the cost of post trade services.

c. Capital and risk review,
including margining and liquid
capital requirements

ASX will provide a review of risk protections provided since the introduction of cash market margining and
will review liquid capital requirements in this context.

d. Regulatory requirements,
including Financial Stability
Standards

ASX will update the Committee on the ASX progress in meeting new Financial Stability Standards (FSS)
relating to account segregation and portability, and liquidity risk.

Timing for Business Committee Consideration of Topics
November 14

 Present

implications for
ESMA
recognition for
ASX Clear.

March 15





Present ASX
cash market
clearing and
settlement
economics
1HFY15
Update FSS
account
protections April
CHESS release.

May 15



Present an
update on the
Risk System
Renewal and
approach to
Intraday Risk
Management
including updates
on Intraday Cash
Market Margining

August 15

 Present ASX

cash market
clearing and
settlement
management
accounts FY15

November 15




ASX Clear
Capital
considerations in
light of T+2 and
regulatory
environment.
Planning for 2016
Annual refresh of
the International
Cost
Benchmarking
Review
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FORWARD WORK PROGRAM 2014 and 2015
Theme

2. Participant
Structure,
Flexibility &
Efficiency

Objectives

To align ASX’s
participant access
regime with its
customers’ evolving
business models

Possible topics for
discussion / agenda items

Agenda Item 6B – Attachment A
Description of topic

a. Participant structures,
admission requirements

ASX will continue to explore additional proposals on alternate clearing participant admission criteria including
harmonisation and standardisation across ASX CCPs. ASX will seek feedback on potential benefits to
industry of potential changes.

b. Participant Structure
variations

ASX will present a proposal for alternative participant operating structures, including the potential introduction
of a principal to principal model or enhanced settlement participant models or HIN sponsorship
arrangements. ASX will seek feedback on potential benefits to industry of potential changes in terms of
capital costs, margin efficiencies, operating costs and transactional efficiency.

c. Participant location
requirements

ASX will provide an update on industry trends in terms of participant location in clearing and settlement and
will seek feedback from the Committee on whether greater flexibility is required and could be supported
under current legal and regulatory settings, and identify what domestic location requirements are necessary.

d. Outsourcing structures

ASX will provide an update on industry trends in outsourcing arrangements and will seek feedback from the
Committee on whether greater flexibility is required and could be supported under current risk, legal and
regulatory regimes or whether formal requirements on outsourcing are necessary.

Timing for Business Committee Consideration of Topics

November 14



March 15

May 15

 Participant

 Leveraging HIN





admission
Foreign ADIs as
CPs
Feedback from
Compliance
thematic review
of HIN
sponsorship
arrangements



sponsorship in
settlement
efficiency
FATCA
Roadmap for
Industry
readiness
HIN sponsorship
and the
Investment
Supermarket

August 15

 CP supervision

requirements &
compliance
efficiency
(covered early in
May15 regulatory
update)

November 15


Wholly
Remote CP
in equities
clearing,
international
trends
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FORWARD WORK PROGRAM 2014 and 2015
Theme

Objectives

3. Service
Innovation

To deliver global
best practice cash
market clearing and
settlement services

Possible topics for
discussion / agenda items

Agenda Item 6B – Attachment A
Description of topic

a. Corporate action straight
through processing

The ASX will present opportunities for future and continued enhancements in streamlined processes
for corporate actions in context of CHESS replacement plans. Principles which will deliver a
streamlined process for the announcement, data capture and delivery (using ISO 20022) of corporate
action information.

b. Australians timeline
forT+2 settlement cycle &
final batch cut-off
conclusions

ASX will provide regular verbal updates on the industries move to meet T+2 settlements by 1Q2016.
The Committee will explore final consideration for changes to batch cut off as well as industry
engagement on ETF market issues, Bond Market and International Market alignment.

c. Clearing and Settlement
Hosted solutions

ASX will provide an update on industry trends towards clearing and settlement participant hosted
solutions, and seek the Committee’s feedback on whether greater flexibility is required and could be
supported under current risk, legal and regulatory settings.

d. Non novated settlement
efficiencies

ASX will host a number of operational roundtables to discuss settlement delivery efficiencies and
innovations.

e. Multi CCY considerations

ASX will review opportunities for multi-currency settlement in light of current offerings in RMB and
future CHESS replacement plans.

Timing for Business Committee Consideration of Topics
November 14

 T+2 working


group formulation
Final
recommendation
on payments cut
off

February 15



CoA STP Phase
2 Opportunities

May 15



Multi CCY
settlement
opportunities

August 15


Special Topic
roundtables
feedback
(no special topic
requested)

November 15


T+2 Readiness
Confirmation
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FORWARD WORK PROGRAM 2014 and 2015
Theme

Objectives

4. Technology &
Infrastructure
Enhancement

To maintain and
upgrade
technology and
infrastructure
consistent with
global standards

Possible topics for
discussion / agenda items

Agenda Item 6B – Attachment A
Description of topic

a. ASX infrastructure
investment program

ASX will provide a roadmap of its three year infrastructure investment program and seek the
Committee’s feedback on service innovation requirements and the market infrastructure
considerations including clearing, risk, settlement and depository functionality.

b. Timing and process for
ASX feasibility study for
CHESS replacement

ASX will provide detailed plans for the equity clearing and settlement capabilities and CHESS
replacement feasibility study. A technical committee will be established in order engage industry
participants and stakeholders, including vendors, on implementation considerations and requirements.

Timing for Business Committee Consideration of Topics
November 14




*

Principles of
CHESS
replacement
consultation
Strategic
overview of 3
year post trade
infrastructure
refresh

February 15



Design stage
consultation
roadmap



Technology
Strategy Update

May 15



Technology
Strategy UpdateCHESS release 9

August 15



Technology
Strategy Update
– CHESS release
9 / FATCA

November 15


Technology
Strategy Update*

Decision on Cash Clearing and Settlement (CHESS) expected in FY16 once there is clarity on clearing market structure.
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 6C
Topic

Minutes from 27 May 2015 meeting

Date of the Meeting

27 August 2015

Purpose of this paper

To provide Business Committee members with a copy of the minutes and Business
Committee report to the Forum from the 27 May 2015 meeting.

Action required

To approve the minutes and report to the Forum from the 27 May 2015 meeting.

Draft minutes and the draft report to the Forum from the 27 May 2015 Business Committee meeting were emailed to all
members of the Business Committee on 16 June 2015 for comments by 23 June 2015.
There were no changes to the draft minutes and report suggested by Business Committee members.
The Business Committee minutes were signed by the Chair on 24 June 2015.
A copy of the minutes and report to the Forum from the 27 May 2015 meeting are provided in Attachments A and B.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Minutes from the 27 May 2015 Meeting
Attachment B – Business Committee Report to the Forum from the 27 May 2015 Meeting
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE REPORT TO THE FORUM
From the 27 May 2015 Business Committee meeting
At its 27 May 2015 meeting, the Business Committee was updated on:


the regulatory and legal analysis for a principal to principal (P2P) clearing model;



Corporate Actions STP Phase 1 with an indicative project roadmap for Phase 2;



preparations for implementation of a T+2 settlement cycle;



a proposed solution for Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) requirements impacting
tradeable investment products; and



changes to CHESS within CHESS Release 9 scheduled for November 2015.

The Business Committee was also provided regulatory updates on ASX Clear ESMA recognition
and the roadmap for ASX’s Risk Systems Renewal program.
Key Recommendations
The Business Committee recommended that the Forum in turn recommend to the Boards of ASX
Clear and ASX Settlement that Corporate Actions STP Phase 2 should:


deliver an end-to-end STP solution for five further corporate actions in one batch ahead of
CHESS replacement; and



proceed on the basis of an indicative timetable anticipated to commence in July 2016 and to
take 12 months to delivery.

Key Issues Discussed


The need to identify whether there is the necessary support for proceeding with the regulatory
analysis of P2P or whether this initiative should be de-prioritised.



The key learnings from Corporate Actions Phase 1 and the updated indicative timetable for
Phase 2.



Stakeholder engagement on readiness for T+2 settlement targeted for launch on 7 March 2016,
and the preparedness of the Australian bond market and the New Zealand Exchange for
moving to T+2 settlement at or about the same time as ASX.



The impact of recent ATO guidance on a proposed ASX solution for FATCA requirements
impacting tradeable investment products and upcoming consultation on that proposed solution.

Agreed Actions
1.

ASX to report to the Business Committee in August on whether there is support for proceeding
with the regulatory analysis of P2P or whether this initiative should be de-prioritised.
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2.

ASX to report to the Business Committee in August on its delay scenario analysis outlining the
potential impact of different events on the live date for T+2 and mitigating factors.

3.

ASX to consider whether there is a role that it could play in facilitating cheque replacement to
assist customers in reducing their costs.

4.

ASX to update the Business Committee in August on the proposed solution for FATCA
requirements impacting tradeable investment products.

5.

ASX to advise the market at the end of June if CHESS Release 9 will proceed as proposed, or
if there are any modifications.

6.

ASX to meet bilaterally with Members to confirm ongoing participation in the Business
Committee and to seek any nominations for membership, and report back to the August
meeting.
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